
Bellringer: 1/30/2018
1. Why did you sign up for this class?
2. What do you hope to learn about in this class? (be specific & don’t say, “whatever I need to know to pass this class”)
3. What interests you about Marine Science?
4. What do you know about the oceans?
5. STOTD—Safety Tip of the Day
**Turn in any signed papers



Ocean quiz
1. How much of the Earth’s ocean has been 
explored?
– About 90%
– About 75%
– About 10%
– Less than 5%
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2. As of 2008, what percent of the U.S. 
population lived within 50 miles of the coast?
– About 80%
– About 50%
– About 30%
– About 10%
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Ocean quiz



Ocean quiz
3. The Chesapeake Bay is what type of 

ecosystem?
– A beach
– An estuary
– A tidepool
– A mangrove swamp
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Ocean quiz
4. Which of the following are most closely 
related to sharks?
– Whales
– Dolphins
– Lampreys
– Rays
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Ocean quiz
5. How much of Earth’s water is in the 
ocean?
– 50%
– 70%
– 90%
– 97%
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Ocean quiz
5. How much of Earth’s water is in the 
ocean?
– 50%
– 70%
– 90%
– 97%
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Ocean Exploration
"The future is in the hands of those who explore... and from all the beauty they discover while crossing perpetually receding frontiers, they develop for nature and for humankind an infinite love" Jacques Cousteau



Today’s Questions
 What do Marine Scientist study?
 How has technology impacted the study of 

the ocean?
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Why study the ocean?
 Life on Earth probably originated in the sea
 Medical advances

– Animal immune system in sea anemones & star 
fish larvae

 Source of human wealth
– Food
– Medicine
– Raw materials
– Recreation/Tourism10



Why study the ocean?
 Ocean plays a large role in climate
 Marine organisms produce ~1/2 of the 

oxygen we breathe
 Economically contribute ~$20 trillion per 

year!!
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What is Marine Science?
 A broad field
 Many researchers specialize in a specific 

area such as:
– Ocean chemistry
– Marine biology: ecosystems, organisms, 

behaviors
– Oceanography
– Geology
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 Promoted by intellectual and social forces as well as our needs for its resources, trade, commerce and national security.
 Knowledge of the ocean & marine life has expanded as people have gained skills in navigation and seamanship



 Curiosity—exploring, wandering, wading, gathering food
 Food—Humans developed spear, harpoon and gorge in Paleolithic period, then bone fishhook, then nets. 

◦ Sea artifacts became important – kitchen middenshave been found inland. (shell remains)◦ Drawings in an Egyptian tomb warn of the poisonous puffer fish!
 Trade—salted and dried fish, shells, etc.



The Greek astronomer Ptolemy
makes a map of the world and is
one of the first known to include
latitude and longitude lines.
The map at left is a representation 
displayed by the Library of 
Congress.

Photo: Library of Congress

The earliest recorded sea 
voyage was undertaken by 
ancient Egyptians around  

3200BC.

The Polynesians were the first known 
people to undertake regular, long-

distance voyages. They built elaborate 
canoes (like the replicas at left) to 
carry supplies and developed a 

navigational system based on the 
position of the stars.

Late BC – 1 BC Early exploration
Late BC 1 BC2000-1000 150

First Sea Routes Ptolemy’s MapEgyptian Voyages
4000-3000

Photo: NOAA15



1519
Ferdinand Magellan leads the 
first fleet in a voyage around the 
world. Although his fleet 
completes the journey, Magellan 
dies before its end on an island in 
the Philippines.
The photo shows one of the 
crew’s landing sites in Guam. 
Photo: NOAA

Around the WorldVasco da GamaViking Voyages

800 AD – 1600 ADLonger voyages & new discoveries 
800AD 1600 AD1400 1500

The Vikings explore and colonize 
Iceland, Greenland and 

Newfoundland. They are also among 
the first to use the North Star to 

determine their latitude.  
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The Portuguese explorer Vasco da 
Gama sails around the southern tip of 
Africa becoming the first European to 

reach India by sea. 
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Nina

Pinta

Santa Maria

Christopher Columbus (1492)- 4 Atlantic voyages    – Nina, Pinta, Santa Maria (50 – 60 feet long)



 New science ideas were beginning to flourish (mid 1500s)Wrote journal articles about their discoveries.
 Kepler – planetary motion (1600s)
 Galileo – mass, weight, acceleration (1590s)
 Isaac Newton – wrote book on tides Principia (1687)
 Edmund Halley – astronomer but made a voyage to confirm longitude and compass variations.

1698: used a compass to navigate the South Atlantic

Started the theory of gravity impact on tides



1600 AD – 1800 ADNew navigational technology
1600AD 1700
First Submarine Voyage of Endeavor The Nautilus

Cornelis Drebbel, a Dutch 
physician, builds the world’s first 
submarine. It can dive to a depth 

of 12-15 ft. 

Robert Fulton develops a
submarine that uses a
horizontal rudder to control
vertical movement. This
system forms the basis for
modern submarines.

James Cook explores and maps 
the Pacific Ocean throughout the 
1760s and 1770s. 
He is one of the first people to 
accurately determine longitude 
and his position at sea using 
a new invention called the 
chronometer.

1800 AD
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The Challenger 
circumnavigates the 

globe in the first great 
oceanographic 

expedition. Modern 
oceanography is based 

on the physical and 
biological research 
conducted on this 

expedition.

The U.S. Fisheries 
Commission launches the first 
oceanographic vessel built solely 
for research of marine life. This 
steamer was a major source of 
marine research for 40 years.
The photo shows The Albatross
in the early 1900s. Photo: NOAA

1800 AD – 1900 ADSurveying marine life

SCUBA The Challenger The Albatross
1800AD 1900AD1825 1872-1876 1882

William H. James of England 
designs a Self-Contained Underwater 

Breathing Apparatus (SCUBA) that 
allows the wearer to breathe 
underwater for up to an hour.
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 Challenger was fitted with scientific equipment such as laboratories, gear for dredging, and equipment for taking deep water samples.
 Challenger set off in December 1872.
 3.5 year voyage yielded so much information on the Earth’s sea floor that it took 19 years to publish and filled 50 thick volumes.
 This was the most information found about the sea floor in human history to that date.



1. What is the Challenger Expedition most known for? 
2. When did the Challenger Expedition occur?
3. When was the first SCUBA apparatus created?
4. STOTD



 5 True or False Questions
◦ Dates (2000BC-Present Day)

 5 Fill-in-blank Scientist and Explorer Questions
◦ Columbus
◦ Jacques Cousteau
◦ Ptolemy
◦ Vasco da Gama
◦ Johannes Kepler
◦ Vikings
◦ Isaac Newton
◦ Galileo
◦ Edmund Halley



1900 AD – present Exploration continues

Modern SCUBA Trieste Exploration Titanic Discovered
1900AD present1943 1960 1985

Jacques Cousteau and Emile Gagnan 
develop modern SCUBA gear that 

allows explorers to stay underwater for 
extended time. 

A team of scientists 
discovers the remains of 
the Titanic, which sank in 

1912.
Jacques Piccard and Don 

Walsh explore the 
Marianas Trench aboard 
the submersible Trieste
(pictured left in 1960) To 

date, they are still the 
only two people to have 
traveled to the bottom of 

the Trench.  24
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 Continues to bring change….
 Data by satellites
 Drilling programs
 Counts on the animals of the ocean
 Save the Earth or Go Green campaigns



 World War II led to the discovery of sonar because of the growing submarine warfare.
 Scientists discovered sonar can find objects in water and also found that animals communicate underwater through this underwater echolocation.
 After the War, Jacques Cousteau and Emile Gagnan invented the first practical self-contained underwater breathing apparatus or “scuba.”
 Scientists could now study organisms in the own environment by descending under the water.



 Many institutions now operate research vessels (ROVs) which are equipped with the latest equipment for navigation, sampling, and studying the creatures that are collected.
 Marine biologists use more underwater robots to take photos, make measurements, and collect samples in the deepest part of the ocean. 



 Computers: allowed scientists to rapidly analyze information.
 Space stations and Satellites orbit Earth providing an aerial view and study of the ocean.
 Both of these, together, allow scientists to measure the temperature of the ocean, track ocean currents, determine population info of organisms, and monitor human impacts on the ocean.
 Known as remote sensing.



Did you know…
…most of the Earth’s ocean is unexplored?

 Less than 5% of the ocean has been 
discovered

 Today scientists rely on modern technology 
like satellites, buoys and submersibles to 
explore 

 They also use computers and mathematical 
models29



A view of a modern day exploration
This video shows a 
NOAA Office of 
Ocean Exploration 
mission in the Gulf 
of Alaska. The 
submersible Alvin 
collected this video 
from more than 
3000 feet below 
the surface of the 
sea. 
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Where on Earth are you?
• On Land:

– Land marks
– Street names
– Coordinates

• Units of measurement:
– Miles
– Feet
– kilometers



Where on Earth are you?
• Navigating the ocean is different…
• Units of measurement change

– Coordinates
• Longitude
• Latitude
• Degrees
• “minutes of arc”
• “seconds of arc”

– Nautical mile
Chronometer: used to measure time and coordinates based on celestial bodies (stars)



Coordinates
• Longitude: pole to pole

– Prime Meridian: Greenwich, England
– East to West

• Latitude: opposite direction of longitude
– Equator
– North to South

• Longitude and Latitude are angles on Earth



Coordinates
• Units of measurement for longitude and latitude
• Since these are angles, we measure them in degrees(symbol: ⁰)
• “minutes of arc”: 

– NOT TIME. 
– 1852 meters
– 6, 076 feet which is 1.15 miles
– Symbol: ‘

• “seconds of arc”: 
– NOT TIME.
– 30 meters which is 100 feet
– Symbol: “



Coordinates
• Prime Meridian: 0⁰ longitude
• Equator: 0⁰ latitude
• Coordinates example:
• 25⁰ 40’ 1” N
• 25 degrees, 40 minutes of arc, 1 second of arc, North: latitude
• 30⁰ 15’ 5” E
• 30 degrees, 15 minutes of arc, 5 seconds of arc, East: Longitude



Nautical Mile vs Land Mile
• Land Mile is called a “Statute Mile” 
• Statute mile

– 5,280 feet = 1 mile
• Nautical mile 

– based on the circumference of the earth
– Equal to 1 minute of arc latitude
– 6,076 feet = 1 nautical mile



Time
• Local Time (LT): is the time where you are based on the sun.
• Time Zones:
• Eastern Standard Time (EST): Now
• Central Standard Time (CST): 1 hour behind
• Mountain Standard Time (MST):2 hours behind
• Pacific Standard Time (PST): 3 hours behind
• England: 5 hours ahead
• Japan: 14 hours ahead
• Fiji: 17 hours ahead



Time
• Coordinated Universal Time (UTC): time determined by atomic clocks kept by laboratories around the world.
• International Date line: special time zone boundary that mostly follows the line of longitude at 180⁰



Bellringer:
1. What Portuguese explorer was the first to travel around southern tip of Africa to reach the Indian Ocean? What year?
2. Who was the first person to create a map with lines of longitude and latitude? What year?
3. STOTD
**You need a ruler and a pencil today
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Bellringer:1. What drove people to start exploring the ocean in the late BC years?
2. What group of people explored Iceland and Greenland?  
3. How did these people determine latitude?
4. STOTD



Bellringer:
1. Compare and contrast how we navigate on land versus how we navigate the ocean.  Have a minimum of three facts for each category.
2. STOTD


